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Safety Reps’ Functions 
 Investigate 
 Inspect 
 Consult 
 Represent 
 

Unionised workplaces are safer  
than non unionised workplaces 





The Problem Tree 
 

Are you on the right 
road?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what a Bus hazards map may look like.









Depression 

Shoulder problems Carpal tunnel 
syndrome 

 25 % higher         

 29 % higher         
 37 % higher         

Asthma  32 % higher         

Low 
back 
pain 

 19 % higher         

Gastrointestinal problems 
 13 % higher         

Cardiovascular 
problems 

 23 % higher         

Lower extremity 
vascular problems 

 70 % higher         

Blood pressure  28 % higher         

                      

Diabetes  63 % higher         

Chronic 
obstructive lung 
disease (COPD) 

 79 % higher         

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mapping as a comparative tool.This body map has been used to record the incidence of health problems in transit workers compared to other workers.This was based this on the preliminary results of research done by US National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.  NIOSH studied the records of health insurance medical claims of two insurance companies.  He studied 214,413 workers in 55 sectors, ie two thirds of all possible types of workplace.  Passenger transit workers included all types of bus drivers, commuter rail, streetcar, subway, van pool, airport limousine, taxi and ambulance drivers.  The findings found that 41.5% of transit workers had hypertension (high blood pressure) compared to 27.5% for all the workers studied;  for a range of chronic diseases such as low back pain, asthma, diabetes and depression the drivers’ rates were 120% higher than all people in the 55 sectors studied.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unite example – checkout workers – a survey tool. The Sainsbury’s campaign using the body mapping idea as a survey toolSainsbury’s checkout staff had been raising concerns about their physical environment, eg poorly maintained chairs, no chairs, no footrests, lack of rotation, too much standing, cold temperatures, no of items per minute, new checkout layout,  they are suffering aches and pains in various parts of their body which they believe is linked to their work.  We had tried conventional surveys before, but the returns had been limited.What we did – in discussion with the Regional OfficerWe asked our designers to create a body map for checkout staff We put together a pack of materials comprisingStewards guide which gave instructions on how to carry out the surveyMembers’ guide explaining what we were doing and whyThe body mapHSE leaflet on ergonomics at work (they supplied them)Unite Risk assessment guideUnite Aches and Pains leafletWe set a timetable over the summer for the stewards to carry out the surveyWe analysed the results with the involvement of the stewardsThey survey was carried out across 22 stores and nearly 350 workers participated.it was found when analysing the results that the top 3 concerns complained of were Back pain 76%  Neck pain 54%  Wrist pain 46%Members also included a number of comments about their concerns including inappropriate and broken chairs, lack of footrests, too much standing eg in self checkout, too much.  Response level was in direct correlation with the steward’s local relationship with manager – so good response-good relationship, low response – poor relationship.  Employer accepts now  there should be no stores that struggle to get seats and footrests sorted now and any issues should be flagged directly to HS director.  It is also updated on the quantity repeat button and manning of self scan checkouts – movement and changing of position are key to maintaining a healthy posture during a working shift.  tto meet with union colleagues on this again to discuss how body mapping could be used in the future and possible improvements to the survey.  And all stores were notified.Another eg lorry drivers looking at their cabs, bus workers looking at their cabs
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Presentation Notes
other exampleslorry drivers mapping their cab and seatsDeveloping mapping surveys of supermarket workers – not just checkout workers.Food factory – started off by using bm to look at issues - stress and manual handling top issue.  Caught workers in breaks.    Put blobs on the head to indicate people were worried.  MSDs second concern.  Issues which came out of it included putting an end to disability discrimination – stopping sick pay – and then were asked to conduct a full workers’ survey id top 5 issues.  this has developed into discussions on an equality managed sickness absence policy.
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Presentation Notes
This is how it works.   You can draw your own map if you like Different colours can be used to denote different symptoms, though this is not strictly necessary.  No need to use colour, can simply use crosses.You can make a note of the nature of the  health problems against the mark if wished.You can classify by colour eg aches and pains, allergies, reproductive problems men and women, stress related disorders Include issues such as employment problems, fatigue from overwork, depression, hearing loss, back painAsk the workers to make observations if common problems are identified and subject to consultation with the workers, present the results to management with a view to raising issues and suggesting improvements.Other areas where it has been used include pesticides, - “a farmer self surveillance system – FAO work 2002Also concept developed further eg Seeing the workplace with new eyes” manual Manitoba, CanadaYour task is now – turn to p29 Activity 9
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